UNIVERSITY CAREER SERVICES PRESENTS:

Student Employment Week
APRIL 10 - 13, 2017

National Student Employment Week recognizes the importance of the student employee experience. Join UCS for a week of workshops and events devoted to professional development strategies. UH students are encouraged to RSVP for all events through Cougar Pathway.

All events, unless otherwise noted, will be held in the UCS office on the first floor of the Student Service Center 1.

MONDAY, APRIL 10

KICKOFF BREAKFAST // 9AM-11AM
Grab free breakfast at the Center for Diversity and Inclusion
**Located in the Student Center South across from Starbucks**

RESUME WORKSHOP // 12PM-1PM
Get help with preparing a polished, professional resume.

PROFESSIONAL COMM. WORKSHOP // 3PM-4PM
Discover how to appropriately express yourself through verbal and written communication.

TUESDAY, APRIL 11

INTERVIEW PREP WORKSHOP // 12PM-1PM
Learn how to set yourself apart from the competition.

ENTERING THE WORKFORCE // 3PM-4PM
Be prepared and ready for your first day of work!

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12

COMING OUT FOR WORK // 12PM-1PM
Come hear the KPMG Pride Organization discuss how to navigate a career as a member or advocate of the LGBTQ community.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT PANEL // 3PM-4PM
Meet UH student assistants and department representatives to learn how to market yourself for on-campus opportunities.

MAKING CONNECTIONS WITH DSAES // 4PM-5PM
Connect with professionals and learn about opportunities in Student Affairs and Enrollment Services.

THURSDAY, APRIL 13

PERSONAL Branding WORKSHOP // 12PM-1PM
Develop your personal brand and learn how to creatively market yourself to employers.

FREE PROFESSIONAL HEADSHOTS // 1PM-3PM
Need a LinkedIn picture or professional headshot? Come professionally dressed and photo-ready.
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